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'l Which is the likely estimate of the radius of a hydrogen nucleus?

A 10{ m B 10-10 m G 1012 m D 1015 m

2 Which pair contains two vector quantities?

A acceleration and time

B displacement and temperature

C force and displacement

D velocity and work done

3 The diagram shows the path travelled by a car starting from P and ending the journey at
S.

5km

3km

J lkm R

What is the displacement of the car?

A 1m B 4m C 5m D 9m

Chloe used a ticker tape timer to investigate the acceleration of a remote control car.
The ticker tape timer is set to vibrate at 50 Hz and a portion of the tape obtained is
shown below.

<-
oo o a a O a

20.0 cm

What is the average speed ofthe remote control car during the portion shown?

A O-4 cm/s B 2.0 cm/s C 200 cm/s D 1000 cm/s

4
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5 The diagram below shows the velocitytime graph of a falling object.

15

10

20 40 60

time/s

Which statement is true?

A Air resistance caused the object to decelerate.
B The acceleration due to gravity decreases with time.
C The acceleration of the object was initially 10 m/s2.

D The object was experiencing Newton's First Law after 60 s.

6 Which two forces forms an action-reaction pair?

A driving force acting on a car and air resistance acting on the same car
B force pulling a rope and tension in the same rope
C upward force (lift) acting on a plane and weight acting on the same plane

D weight of a book and reaction force acting on the same book

The diagram shows a system in equilibrium. lt consists of an object of weight W that
hangs from two ropes. The tensions in the ropes are Tr and Tz.

Tr

r2

Which of the following are conect values of Tr and Tz?

Tr Tz

A
B

c
D

W / cos 60'

W / sin 60"

W / cos 60'
W / sin 60"

Tr CoS 60"

Tr Cos 60"

Tr sin 60"

Tr sin 60"

5

E

P

o
o

0
0 80 100

7
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I An 8.0 kg block is placed on a smooth table and attached to a 5.0 kg block with a
string. The string runs over a frictionless pulley as shown in the diagram below.

pulley

string

lgnoring air resistance, determine the acceleration of the 5 kg mass.

A 0.63 ms-2 B 1.6 ms-2 G 3.8 ms-2 D 16 ms-2

9 The diagram shows the forces acting on the rod when it is released.
10N

unform rod

2.0 N
3.0N

5.ON

What happens to the rod when it is released?

A lt does not move.
B lt moves to the right.
C lt moves upwards.
D lt starts to rotate.

10 An unknown object found on Planet Z weighs 40 N.

lf the gravitational fleld strength of Planet Z is half that of Earth's, what is the weight of
the object on Earth?

A 4N B 2ON C 4ON D 8ON

8.0 kS

I

5.0 kS
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11 A lab cart is loaded with different masses and moved at various velocities.

Which diagram shows the cart-mass system with the greatest inertia?

.1 nds 3 m;'s 1 .5 mls 'l .0 tr/s

-> 
-+ 

------+

A

12 A trap door XY of length 1.00 m and weighing 30 N is hinged at the end X. lt is opened
by pulling a string inclined at an angle 40'to the horizontal.

I

X

3SN

Given that the centre of gravity of the trap door is 70 cm from X, what is the tension T
in the string required to just lift the trap door?

A 21 N B 30N c 33N D lOON

13 The diagram below shows the cross-section of a uniform pyramid of weight 10.0 N
F

5,0 cm

5.0 cm

What is the minimum value of the force F that is required to just tilt the pyramid about
x?

A 2.5N B 5.ON c 10.0 N D 20.0 N

DcB

x

2ks'l Kq

f\n

4kg
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14 The diagram shows a manometer used to measure the pressure of gas

atmospheric
pressure

.1{"i mrn

{ r,t-

fluidA

lf atmospheric pressure is 1 x 105 Pa and the density of fluid A is 1000 kg/m3, what is
the gas pressure?

A 0.3 kPa B 100.3 kPa C 300 kPa D 400 kPa

15 Liquids X and Y are stored in large open tanks. Liquid X has a density of 800 kg / m3

and liquid Y has a density of 1200 kg / m3.

At which depths are the pressure exerted by liquid X and Y equal?

depth of liquid X / m depth of liquid Y / m
A
B
c
D

18

15

10

8

,l6 A water fountain has an electric pump installed 1.0 m below the surface. 0.60 m3 of
water flows through the pump every hour and this water is shot 2.0 m into the air.

Take the density of water to be 1000 kg/m3.

Yvalgr

2.0 m

1.0 m

w&t€r inle(

pump'

pipe

Calculate the work done by the pump every hour.

A 600J B 1800J C 12000J D 18000J

\

ll{r

I

I
10

15

18
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17 A 6 N force is exerted on an object R along a rough surface of '10 m.

What is the gain in kinetic energy of object R if the force of friction is 2 N?

A 2OJ B 4OJ C 6OJ D 8OJ

18 Which cup will have the greatest rate of drop in temperature?

exposed surface arealcm3 texture

A
B

c
D

20

5U

20
30

dull

dull
shiny
shiny

19 The same quantity of thermal energy is supplied to four blocks of different masses
The temperature se and the mass is shown on each block.

Which block has the lowest specific heat capacity?

temperature
rise: 3 oC

mass: 5 kg

temperature
rise: I 'C

mass: 5 kg

temperature
rise: 6 oC

mass: 4 kg

temperature
rise: 18 oC

mass: 8 kg

A

20 What is a possible frequency of an ultrasound wave?

A 2Hz B 10 Hz C 20O Hz D 100 kHz

21 A radio wave of wavelength 10 m long travels from position P to position Q in a
special medium as shown. p o

DcB

,

Given that the frequency of this radio wave is 10 MH4 what is the time taken for the
wave to move from P to Q?

A 2.5x 10-8s B 5.0x 10-8 s C 1.0x 10'7 s D 5.0x 10-7 s
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22 Which statement about total internal reflection is correct?

A The larger the refractive index of a medium, the larger is the critical angle.

B Total internal reflection will always occur when light travels from an optically

denser to an optically less dense medium.
C When total internal reflection occurs, the angle of incidence is equalto the angle

of reflection.
D When total internal reflection occurs, the angle of incidence is less than the critical

angle.

23 Scout P signals to scout Q on the other side of a valley by using a mirror to reflect the
Sun's light.

scout F
Surt"*
tlcht

Which mirror position allows the Sun's light to be reflected to scout Q?

AB
rRtrr$( $un's Sun's

lqht

c D
$un's

$un's rbhr

24 Which statement about electromagnetic waves is false?

A Blue light has higher frequency than green light.

B Microwaves have longerwavelengths than infra-red waves.

C Radio waves travel at the same speed as gamma rays-

D X-rays have shorter wavelengths than gamma rays.

Itght

tght

mFrtr
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25 A man shouts on a mountain and detects the sound at the nearest neighbouring
mountain using a microphone attached to a cathode ray oscilloscope (CRO). The
following CRO screen shows the original sound and trace. Sound travels at 330 m/s in

air.

The time-based setting of the CRO is set to 2 s/div

1 division

What is the distance between the man and the mountain?

A 30m B 495m C 990m D 1980 m

26 Which statement about electric field are correct?

1

2
3

A

An electron experiences a force when it is placed in an electric field.
Field lines point from a positively charged object to a negatively charged object.
Field lines show the direction where a charge will move with constant speed.

land2only B land3only C 2and3only D 1,2and3

27 A charged sphere is suspended by an insulating thread inside a metal can. The outside of
the can is earthed.

Which diagram shows the resulting charges on the sphere and on the can?

AB

+

c D

+
T f _+ +

+ +

+

+

+

+

+

+J-

+

+ ++
+ +

A-

+ + +
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28 A negatively charged rod is brought near one of the two uncharged metal balls X and Y

X is then earthed as shown below.

29

lf the rod is then removed after earthing, how would the balls be charged?

ballX ballY

A

B

c
D

positive

positive

neutral

negative

neutral

negative

neutral

positive

Two pieces of copper wire, A and B, have the same volume. The length of A is 2.0
times the length of B.

\ffire B

Wlre A

What is the value of & where fu and Ra ?r€ the resistances of wires A and B
R8

respectively?

A 0.25 B 0.50 c 2.0 D 4.0
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30 The three graphs X, Y and Z show the //y characteristics for three different components.

V

0

31

graph X graph Y

To which components do these characteristics correspond?

graph z

Graph X Graph Y Graph Z
A
B
c
D

filament lamp
metallic conductor

semiconductor diode
metallic mnductor

metallic conductor
semiconductor diode

metallic conductor
filament lamp

semiconductor diode
filament lamp

filament lamp

semiconductor diode

The circuit shown consists of three identical lamps. The lamps are rated at 5 W, 12 V.

12V

q

Which switches need to be closed for two lamps to be operating at normal brightness?

P,RandS
P,Q,RandS
Q,RandS
RandS

P

s

R

A
B

c
D
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32 Two nails P and Q are placed inside a coil, as shown in the diagram below. P is free to
move but Q is fixed. The coil is joined to a battery and a switch.

A
B

c
D

When the switch is closed, what will happen to P?

moves away from Q.

moves to and fro.

moves towards Q.

shoots out of the coil

The diagram on the left shows a copper ring suspended by a long, light rod which is pivoted
at X. When the copper ring is released from the position as shown, it begins to oscillate like
a pendulum.

suspending
rod

J copper

bar
magnet

A bar magnet is placed near the copper ring as shown in the diagram on the right. When
the magnet passes through the copper ring, there is an induced electromotive force in the
copper ring. Which of the following statements correctly describes the motion of the copper
ring when it is released?

A The amplitude of oscillation will gradually decrease.

B The amplitude of oscillation will gradually increase.

C The copper ring will be brought to rest with the rod resting parallel to the bar
magnet.

D The period of oscillation will decrease-

33

X

rrng

r---***\
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34 ln a darkened room, a 1000 O resistor and a light-dependent resistor (LDR) are connected
in series with a 12 V power supply.

1000Q
12V +

pow6r
supply -

LDR

The curtains are opened and light falls on the LDR. What happens to the voltage across
the LDR?

becomes zero

decreases

increases

remains unchanged

3s An air-conditioner has a rating of 240 V, 1500 W, The cost of operating the air-conditioner
came up to $45 for a particular month. What is the duration of time that the air-conditioner
was switched on for the month if one unit of electricity costs $0.20?

A 9min B 150 hrs C 744 hrs D 938 hrs

36 An electric iron is connected to the mains supply of 110 V by a cable.

Which row shows a possible combination of the potential and cunent of the respective wires
under normal operating conditions?

live wire neutralwire earth wire

currenUA Potential currenVA potential currenVA potential

A
B
c
D

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.0

High

High

Low
Low

0.0
1.0

1.0

1.0

Low
Low
High

High

0.0
0.0
1.0

1.0

Low
Low
High

Low

/r,,

A
B

c
D
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37 Three sets of magnetic fields obtained are shown below

-{- -
\

l

:=:t:-

38

X Y Z

Which row correctly lists the origins of the magnetic fields illustrated?

X Z

A
a pair of like poles
permanent magnets
facing each other

current flowing opposite
direction in two straight
wires

current flowing in a
circular coil of wire

B
a pair of like poles
permanent magnets
facing each other

current flowing in a
straight wire

c current flowing in a
solenoid

current flowing opposite
direction in two straight
wires

current flowing in a
straight wire

D
cunent flowing in a
solenoid

current flowing same
direction in two straight
wires

current flowing in a
circular coil of wire

ln the diagram, a beam of electrons is moving across a magnetic field. The direction of the
magnetic lines of force is going into the paper.

effiEfls

What is the direction of deflection of the beam of electrons?

It will deflect into the paper.

It will deflect out of the paper.

It will deflect to the left.

It will deflect to the right.

Hagnetic
fieH inb

xxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

PEP€TxxxxhB
xxxx

xxxx
xxxx

1

A
B

c
D

{ I

I )

current flowing same
direction in two straight
wires
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39 The figure shows a coil in a closed circuit and connected to a battery. The coil is placed
between the poles of a magnet.

fl6xibls
laad

flaxible
laad

switc h

bsfi6ry

coil

,{oserver. a33

40

From the observer's point of view, which statement best describes the motion of the coil?

A The coil rotates anticlockwise 90o and comes to a stop.

B The coil rotates anticlockwise 180o and comes to a stop

G The coil rotates clockwise 90o and comes to a stop-

D The coil rotates clockwise 180o and mmes to a stop.

A solenoid is placed in between a magnet and an iron nail that are freely suspended from the
ceiling, as shown in the diagram. The magnet is then moved away from the solenoid.

<-
movement of magnet

direction of current flowing through the
resistor

direction of movement of iron
nail

A
B

c
D

from Q to P

from Q to P

from P to Q

from P to Q

towards solenoid

away from solenoid

towards solenoid

away from solenoid

oP

\\\\\\\\\
VVVVVVVVV

What is the direction of the cunent flowing through the resistor and the direction that the iron
nail moves when the magnet is moved away from the solenoid?
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1

Section A

Answer all the questions in this section.

Fig. 1.1 shows a lifi in the Takashimaya shopping mall.

Fig. 1.1

It moves up from the ground to the 7h level and then descends down to the 5h level.
The velocity-time graph of the motion is shown in Fig. 1.2.

velocity / msr

3.0

12 t-111 t

1 I '10
time/s

- 3.0

Fig.1.2

(a) Calculate the height of the 7h level from the ground.

height of the 7b level from the ground = t2t
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(b) Assume the height of each level is the same, calculate the time taken for the
entire journey.

time taken = l3l

(c) Sketch the corresponding acceleration-time graph for the entire motion of the lift in
Fig. 1.3.

acceleration /ms-2

time / s

Fig. 1.3 t3l

(d) The lift moves upwards with a constant speed of 1.5 m/s when an upward force of
3000 N provided by its attached cables is acting on it. Calculate

(i) the mass of the lift,

mass of lift = azl

(ii) the upward force acting on it when the lift is decelerating between the 9s
and the 10h semnd.

upward force = 121
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2 Strong winds amid a thunderstorm saw trees toppling in various parts of Singapore
Fig.2.1shows six to several trees fallen along a road.

t

Flg.2.1

ln order to protect the trees, a lightning protection system (LPS) which is similar to the
lightning conductor installed on top of the buildings is installed to prevent damage of the
trees. Fig.2.2 shows a photo of a LPS.

Lightning Protection
System (LPS)

Fig.2.2

(a) Describe and explain how the LPS can protect the trees during a thunderstorm

t3l
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(b) Fig. 2.3 shows a fallen tree of mass 120 kg, length 10.0 m resting on a rough floor
and leaning against a frictionless wall. The forces FM and Fu indicated in the diagram
are the reaction force acting on the tree due to the frictionless wall and the floor
respectively. Assume the center of gravity of the tree is located at its mid-point.

frictionless wall

8.0 m

6.0 m

Fig.2.3

(i) On Fig. 2.3, add in two other forces acting on the fallen tree, indicating their
direction and position (state the horizontal distance from point A In Fig. 2.3).

121

(iD Using the principle of moments, calculate the force, Fu.

Fr,r = t3l

(iii) lf the fallen tree is leaning on a rough wall instead, state and explain if the
force FM will be increase, decrease or remains the same.

A

t31
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3 Fig. 3.1 shows a track for a model car.

4

c
P

t
I

O

0 5m

FI

Fig.3.1

The car moved down a sloping track due to its weight.
The car is released at Q. lt comes to rest just before it reaches S and rolls back.

(a) Explain in terms of energy conversion why the crr, if released at Q, cannot move
past S.

t2l

(b) Asecond car, of mass 0.12 kg, is released from P. It continues until it runs off the
track at T.
Calculate the maximum speed that the car could have at T assuming friction in the
car is negligible.

maximum speed = l2l

The electrons in the beam of a cathode-ray tube are accelerated from rest by a potential
difference of 5000 V. Each electron carries a charge of 1 .6 x 10re C. lf the cunent carried
by the electron beam is 3.0 x10-3 A, calculate

(a) the number of electrons reaching the screen per second,

T

no. of electrons = l1l

04m 
I

t
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(b) the energy carried per second by the electron beam

energy carried per second by the electron beam = .. 121

Fig. 5.1 shows two conducting spheres. Sphere B is connected to earth through a
sensitive ammeter. Sphere A has a very large positive charge on it. When sphere B is
brought near to sphere A, the ammeter needle moves rapidly up the scale and then back
to zero.

splere B

safety esistor
50000o

--, insulatins - _

Fig.5.1

(a) Explain why the ammeter needle moves.

(b) The current through the ammeter is 0.0010 mA.
Calculate the potential difference across the safety resistor.

l2l

potential difference = ... ... t21

BP-74
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6 Relays allow a low current circuit to control one or more higher current circuits. Relays
allows thinner cables to be used to connect the mntrol switch to the relay thereby saving
weight, space and cost. Relays allow power to be routed to a device over the shortest
distance, thereby reducing voltage loss.

Fig. 6.1 shows a reed relay being used to switch on an electric motor when a variable
resistor is adjusted.

powel
suoply

reeds
reed
relay

variable resistor

S

currenl
in
mil

'i
tlme

Fig. 6.2

(a) Suggest and explain a suitable material to be used for the reed relay.

t2t

(b) The variable resistor is set at its greatest resistance and then switch S is closed.
The reeds in the reed relay do not close when this is done. The resistance of the
variable resistor is slowly decreased. The reeds in the reed relay close and comes
into contact.
Explain how the reeds in the reed relay come into contact when the resistance of
the variable resistor decreased.

0

-t-k

t3l

Fig.6.1

Fig. 6.2 shows how the current in the coil changes with time.

.
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(c) On Fig. 6.3, draw a line that might show how the cunent in the motor changes with
time as the variable resistor is adjusted.

l

surrent
in
rn0t0r

tinre

Fig.6.3
t11

A student built a temperature probe with the circuit as shown in Fig. 7.1.

9.0

0.10 ko

Fig.7.1

The battery has e.m.f. 9.0 V and negliglble internal resistance and the voltmeter has
infinite resistance. The calibration curve for the thermistor is shown in Fig. 7.2.

resistance / kO

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0

30 35 40

temperature / 'C

0

7

Z

Fig.7.2
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Another student decided to modify the temperature probe in Fig. 7.1 and set up the
circuit shown in Fig.7.3. She replaced the battery with an a.c. supply of 50 Hz which
has a peak voltage 9.0 V. The circuit also includes a diode and the voltage output Vo

across the terminals M, N are connected to the Y-plates of a cathode ray oscilloscope
(cRo).
As the same thermistor is used, the calibration curve in Fig. 7.2 is still valid.

9.0 V diode

50 Hz

0.1 0 ko

to Y-plates
of CRO

IM

Fig. 7.3

Before using the probe to measure temperature, the student investigated theoretically
the results. A spreadsheet is used to make the calculations as shown in Fig. 7.4.

She inputs: the temperature (T),
the corresponding resistance (Rr) of the thermistor,
the resistance I of the fixed resistor and
the peak voltage (Vp) of the supply.

Fig.7.4

(a) State how the values in column B are obtained?

N

B c D E F

temperature
of thermistor

resistance of
fixed resistor

peak voltage
of supply

current through
thermistor

voltage
output to

cRo

Rr/ k O R/ko l/mA

0 3.90 0.1 0 9.0 z_5 0.23

5 3.15 0.1 0 9.0 2.8

10 2.60 0.1 0 9.0 3.3 0.33

'15 2.15 0.10 9.0 4.0 0.40

20 1.75 0.'10 9.0 0.49

25 1 .50 0.10 9.0 5.6 0.56

30 1.25 0.10 9.0 6.7 0.67

1 .10 0.1 0 9.0 0.75

t1I

I

T/ "C

resistance of
thermistor

0.28

4.9

7.5
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(b) With reference to Fig. 7.4, explain with a sample data how the calculations are
performed to find

(i) the current values in column E,

(ii) the voltage output values in column F.

(c) The student dipped the probe into water at 15 'C and the output voltage is
connected to the CRO.

The setting of the CRO are as follows

Time base: 5.0 ms cmr
Y - sensitivity: 0.20 V cmr

Draw the trace (for 2 cycles) seen on the CRO screen in Fig. 7.5

1cm

1cm

12)

l2l

 
I

Fig.7.5
t2t
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8 The transformer in Fig. 8.1 is connected lo a 240 V mains supply, and is being used to
light a 6.0 V lamp connected between A and B.

A

240V
mains
supply

6.0 v
lamp

8000 turns lron

Fig. 8.1

The primary coil has 8000 tums.

(a) Calculate the number of tums needed on the secondary coil in order to provide
6.0 V between A and B.

number of tums = l2l

(b) Suggest one difference that is seen in the appearance of the lamp when the mains
supply voltage is reduced to 120 V.

t1l

I
--ta
-
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9

Section B

Answer allthe questions in this section.
Answer only one of the two alternative questions in Question f 1

A thin converging lens is used in an overhead projector to produce real and inverted
images of different sizes on the screen. Fig. 9.1 shows the information gathered based
on different object distances, u.

data
set

object
distance
(u) / cm

image
distance (v)

/cm

object
height (H)

/cm

image
height

(l)/cm

magnification
(M)

1 30.0 30.0 5.0 5.0 1.0

2 24.0 40.0 5.0 8.3 1.7

3 45,0 22.5 5.0 2.5 0.50

4 60.0 20.0 5.0 1.7 0.34

Fig.9.1

(a) Using values from data set (1), draw a scaled diagram to determine the focal
length of the converging lens being used.

scale =

focallength .. t3I



(b) With the aid of another converging lens, a real and upright image can be
produced on the screen. Draw the answer on Fig. 9.2 and mmplete the path
of the two light rays.

F
B

convergrng
IenS

screen

Fig. 9.2

L2l

(c) A pupil wants to investigate the variation of the magnitude of the force on a wire
with the current flowing through it under the action of a magnetic field. He sets up
the apparatus as shown in Fig. 9.3. One end of the wire is pivoted at the joint while
its other end is placed in contact with a small tank of mercury.

flexible
Firlt connecling

lhin bare

supporling
bloek

object

N

variable
resistol

Fig.9.3

push

BP- 81
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When the push switch is closed, the thin bare copper wire appears to move. The
maximum angle of deflection e of the deflection is measured using the protractor.

(i) State the purpose of using mercury in the set-Lrp

lll

t2l

The pupil varies the cunent by adjusting the resistance of the variable resistor.
Fig. 9.3 shows the variation of the maximum angular displacement of the wire, 0,
from the vertical with the cunent in the thin wire, I.

When the current I is 0.70 A, the angle of angular displacement ofthe wire is 15'

(iii) Given that the wire is 20 g and the lenglh of wire '15 cm, use a veclor
diagram to determine the magnitude olthe horizonialforce that cause the
wire to move when the current is 0.70 A.

magnitude of horizontal force = I2l

(ii) State and explain the direction in which the thin wire will move.
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10 A Maglev or magnetically levitated train, shown in Fig. 10.'l below, uses magnetism to
hover above the ground thus allowing it to travel faster than a regular train.

Fig. 10.'l

A Maglev train uses superconducting electromagnets which are cooled to extremely cold
temperatures so they can conduct electricity with zero resistance. The magnets are
placed at the bottom of the train. As the train moves, current is induced in the wire coils
placed in the guideway or train tracks. The magnetic force between the magnets and the
induced cunents lifts the train. A medium-sized Maglev has a mass of 30000 kg. With
an power consumption of 1.7 kW per tonne, the train is able to travel at 450 km/h. (1

tonne ='1000 kg)

(a) Using the principles of electromagnetic induction, explain how the magnetic force
between the magnets and the induced currents lifis the train.

(b) Convert 450 km/h into m/s

speed = "

(c) Suggest why the Maglev can travel at such high speed.

I11

t11

t2t
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(d) The distance from Pudong Airport in Shanghaito Shanghai city is 30 km. Calculate
the energy consumption, in joules, ofa medium-sized l\,4 ag lev travelling from the airport
to the city in a single-trip if it travels at 450 km/h throughout the joumey?

energy consumption = 13l

(e) A similar levitation system is shown in Fig. 10.2 where there are two horizontal wires
A and B ofthe same length. Wire A is rigidly lixed a distance 5 mm vertically above
wire B. Wire B lies on a surface with light flexible connecting wires attached to it.

wireA- rigidlyfixed

WireB- lyingonsurtace

Fig. 10.2

A fixed current flow in wire A. The curent in wire B is gradually increased until B
just starts to lift off the surface.

(i) For wire B to lift, state if the cunents in A and B should be in the same or
opposite direclion.

Ill
(ii) Explain why wire B lift off the surface as current in the wire is gradually

increased.

l2l
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1I EITHER

Fig. 1 1.'l shows a sealed steel cylinder filled with high pressure steam.

sieam

Fig. 1l.l

Fig. 11.2 shows the same cylinderjust after all the steam has condensed.

x alef

Fig.11.2

(a) (i) Explain how the molecules in the steam exert a high pressure on the
inside walls of the cylinder compared to water at the same temperature.

(ii) Describe, in terms of particles, the process by which heat is transferred from
the steam through cylinder wall to the sunounding-

12)

(iii) Explain why the temperature of the water remains at constant temperature
during condensation.

l2l

t21
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(iv) When all the steam has condensed, 100gof water is in the cylinder.
Under these conditaons, the specific latent heat of vaporisation of steam is
3200 J/9.
Calculate the energy lost by the steam as it condenses.

energy

(b) Fig. 11.3 shows two examples of footwear being worn by people of equal weight
at the Winter Olympics competition.

skale

Fig. {{.3

Explain how a pair of skis rather than skates enable the athlete to ski down a
slope covered with snow.

l2l

t21

ski
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t10R

A microphone is connected to a cathode ray oscilloscope (CRO). Fig. I 1.4 below shows
the pattern on the CRO. when the string on the guitar is struck.

I
i rl

Fi9.11.4

(a) Describe how the sound from the guitar reach the other end of the laboratory as a
longitudinal wave.

t3l

(b) State how the speed and frequency changes if a note of higher pitch is played,

l2l

(c) State and explain how the speed and wavelength of the sound changes as the
sound passes from the air through a wooden door.

t3l
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(d) Bats navigate by emitting high pitched sounds above the threshold of human
hearing. A bat emits a pulse ofsound and hears the echo lrom a wall 0.070 s later.

Sound travels at 330 m/s in air.

Calculate the distance from the bat to the wall.

distance lrom the wall = l2l
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Paper 1

&4 G* e7 *e &10QX Q3r n * I} r D
taI
B

&1't
D

Qr4 i Q15 e"!6 Q1? Q1S &tsQt2 Qt3
L) B B DB ,

ft2r
trD

Q22 i e2$ &24 ft25 s26 &2s
r\r. n D A

&3'{ ,1ro &33 &34 Q3S &3e Q37 Q38 *3S Q4S
n A E [3 B i> A D D

Paper 2
Section A {50 marksl

1a Distance = area under graph = area of trapezium
= % X3X(10+8)
=27m

1

1

1b Distence moved *2715 X 2 = 10,8 m
Area under graph ='AX 3 X (t-11)+(t-1-f 2)J

10.8 = Yz X3 X [t-1 1+t-13]
10,8 = %X3X(2t-24)
10.8 = 3X(t12)
3.6 * t-12
t= 15.6s

total time = 11 + 15.0 s = 26.6 s

1

1

1

1c
AccelerJlion

{mls2l
1.5

Ntrmericai vafues for acceleratiotr i [lM]
Numericatvalues for rinriag: [tml
Shape: llMl

I 'o 74-G 15.5 Tiore/ s

-t.s

1

1

1

'[di Upward foroe = weight = 3000N
W=mg
3000=mx10
m = 300kq

1

1

ldii Fuo,raro-3000=ma
Fupwa,o - 3000 = 300 x {-1.5)
Fuo*arr = 2550N

1

1

2a A tfrundercloud becornes electrically charged due tc frictlon between
water molecules in the thundercloud and air pa*icles in the
atrnosphere.
The negatively charged underside of the cloud repels the electrons
near the surface of the Earth. The surface of the Earth becomes
positively charged. When the accumulation of charges is large enough
on I-PS, ?t can ionize the air pafticles nearby.

1

1

1

I

l

https://freetestpaper.com/
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3

The ionized air particles provide a conducting path for the eleatrons in
the cloud to reach the Earth. Electrans that follow this discharge path to
the Earth forrn lightning. I providing path of least resistance tt earth.

2bi

3mfromA

OrnforA
1 r* for each force with corr*ct dishnce from A

1

1

zbii ?aking moment aboutA, using the principle of moment, henre or
stherwise, calculate the forse Fn. Using principle of rnoment, (taking
moment about pointA)
AGM = CWM
Fux8.0=1200x3.0
Fu=450N

1

I
2biii FM will be smaller.

The frjction fcrce acting on the fallen tree would create a clockwise
moment.
l*ence, the clockwise moment requires by the force, Fr,,r will be smaller
sin*e the friction force already provide the additional clocttwise moment ,

in maintaining the equilibrium.

1

1

1

3a Loss of gravitationalpotential energy in Q is converted to kinetic energy
which will in turn be converted to gravitational potential energy at S.
Thus, since energy cannot be created, energy at S must be lesser than
GPE at Q. / wsrk done against fiction causes energy loss to
surroundings.

1

1

3b rYrgh = T, mv2
10 X0.5=72 Xv2
v2=10
v=3.17 m/s

1

1

4a No. of electrons
=1.875 X 1tr16

= 3.0 X 10-3 11 .6 X 10-19'

E=gQ
- 5000X3.0X10{
xtS J

1

4b
1

t

5a dectrons moves from earth ts A.
Since cunent is the movernent of eharge, it will cause a defleclton in
annnnetgr.

I
I

5b V=lR
= 0.001X10{ X 50000

=0.05 v
1

1

6a Iran
As tt iB a soff magnetic matarialwhich will magnetise and demagnetise
auricktv

I
1

t
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4

When the resistance decreasd, the current increased, the reeds will
get magnetisad nrnre strongly.
For both reeds, the north pole will ba at th* right end and the left end
witi be south pole"
As the right end of the tcp reed will be north, the tefi end of the secand
reed will be south pale.
As opposite poles atka*t. the reeds will attract *rrd thus completing the
circuil.

1

"t

1

i:Le

mstor

0 .- 
-+tmett

I

7a Use the calibration graph {

7b
UseJ = "J-. e.9. Es = Da i (Be + Ce)

R, +R
The calculation is repeated down the colurnn.

I

1

fl
Use P,, xV, ot Vo = lR" Ilr+r?
e.g. Fr=(Cr/(82+Cz))* Dr or Fa= Er*Cr
The calculation is repeated down the column.

t

1

7e Using calibration graph, 1cm
€

I '1cm

shape
positive part the curve is shcwn, negative part is not shown
vertical height = 2 cm {because voltage = 0.40 V}
horizontal length = 4 crn {because time = 1 lSAHz = 0.02 s = 20 ms)

1

1

8a Vs,A/p=1r1s1hl*
ry440 = N#8000
Ns=200 tums

t
1

Bb Licht bulb will be dim. 1

I

I

I

I
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5

Section B

9a Min acceptabl* scale: 1 cm represent S cm

F

Fsc*l * 15.0 cm
9b

A

1 nrark for showing parallel rays afier the 1't converging
1 mark for showing the rays converge aftgflle2"dlelq

lens

1

1

9ci
Wire will move eutwards-
Sircular magnetic field from wire and the magnetic field from the
magnet interacts and a force is induced causing the wire to move
outwards

1

9cii 1

1

9ciii W=mg=0.020X10
Whenl=0.70A,0=

= 0.200 N
15'

Hnrizontalfsrce = 0.056 N
1 mark for general shape
.l marks for precise ansurer in horizontal folgg

1

1

10a Superconduc.ting elecfnrnagnets produces m*gnetic field wttich
changes a$ th6 train rioves.
This changing magnetic field tinkages caused an induced current.
By Lenz law, ttre directian of induced currstt always opposed the
ctranse the produces it,,ao thatraln and the track repel.

1

1

10h 450 km/h = 450 X 1ff00 / 3600 = 125 m/s 1

,

I I

A,

Mercurv is a qood conductor
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s

10d

10*ii

11a

1ilc Reduced fiiction with lesser mcving parts as tr*in is levitatedl
strearnline shape

1

Energy mnsumption for kain per $eo = 1.7 kW x 30 = 5"f kW
Time of travel= 30 / 450 * 0.067 h = 240 s
Total energy consurnption = 5100 x 240 = 122400CI J = 1.?2 x 10$ J

f
t

4
t

1Oei same direc*ion
paral$el cunent-carrying wire exert attractive force between them,
so cur?ent increases, the force increases until it is rnore than the
weight of the wire

I

I

11 EITHER
Steam n'lolecules msv* at higher speeds in random directions
compared to water molecules. I lesser rnolecules in gaseous state.
When they cotlide with the walls of the container, it exerts a greater
force on the wall and the frequency of c*llision is also greater
comsared to liquid.

11aii The particles at a higher temperature will move more vigorously.
When they vibrate, they will collide with the neighbouring particles and
the particles willalso start rnoving more vigorously.
The electrons at the warmer end will atso move at a higher speed.
When the warmer electrons move across the container, the electrons
will coltide into the other atoms and these molecules will sbrt moving
faster also, passing any thermal energy by collision of particles.

1

1

11aiii Thermal energy is taken in for the particles to overcome their strong
forces of attraction.
This increases the intemal potential energy and not the average kinetic
energy.
Thus, there is no change in temperature.

1

1

1laiv Latent heat of vapourisation = ml,
= 100 X 3200 = 320 000 J

1

1

11b Skis provides a larger contact surface area than skate.
Thus, the weight is distributed over a larger area which reduces
pressure on the snow and thus not sinking into ![e s[Lqw-

1
{

11 0R
11a lMren the strings vibrates, it sets up a series of rarefaction and

compression in the air.
Sound travels parallel to the direction of vibration of particles as a
longitudinal wave.
The sound energy is transferred to the other end of the room without
the net movement of the medium

1

1

1

11b Speed remains the sarne and
Freouency increases

1

1

11c Speed increasbs as the particles in a door are more closely packed.
Thus propagation of compression and raretaction can be faster.
Frequency remains unchanged as it depends on the source,
wavelength willincrease as v=fi.

1

1

1

11d V = 2dlt
330 = 2dlS.070
2d * 23.1
d=11"6m

1

1

1

1


